Robin Coleman’s Newly Released “Children Without Virtue” is a Motivational Look at How Children and Parents Can Adjust to the Changing Dynamics and Challenges of Life

“Children Without Virtue” from Christian Faith Publishing author Robin Coleman is an enthralling observation of where society was and where it is now raising children in a fast-paced, information-driven society, without discerning skills.

MEADVILLE, Pa. (PRWEB) February 18, 2019 -- “Children Without Virtue”: a comparative look into the rearing of children past, present, and future; the struggles with learning the values and importance of what is right and wrong, good and bad. “Children Without Virtue” is the creation of published author, Robin Coleman, born and raised in the Midwest, Coleman’s career path has shifted throughout the years. Through it all parenting has always been the most important mission.

Coleman states “Everyone has freedom in this country, as I understand it; the freedom to choose from any number of options, provided within the legal realm of the constitution and local government. We have the opportunity to raise our children as we see fit. We have the right to influence cultural and traditional rituals within our families and communities.”

Published by Christian Faith Publishing, Robin Coleman’s new book will guide the reader through key components of parenting. How to influence children to decipher good from bad, while still encouraging them to flourish as individuals.

Providing them enough freedom to spark a thought process that allows individual choices. Choices that make them feel as though they have some semblance of control of their own existence. While as the parent still having the ability to provide the guidance needed for the child to make morally sound decisions.

View a synopsis of “Children Without Virtue” on YouTube.

Consumers can purchase “Children Without Virtue” at traditional brick & mortar bookstores, or online at Amazon.com, Apple iTunes store, or Barnes and Noble.

For additional information or inquiries about “Children Without Virtue”, contact the Christian Faith Publishing media department at 866-554-0919.
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